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Thermal Physics
Learners should be able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge and understanding of:

thermal equilibrium

absolute scale of temperature (i.e. the

thermodynamic scale) that does not depend on property of any particular substance

temperature measurements both in degrees Celsius (°C) and in kelvin (K)

how to calculate kelvin from degrees Celsium - see specification for the equation

solids, liquids and gases in terms of the spacing, ordering and motion of atoms or molecules

simple kinetic model for solids, liquids and gases

Brownian motion in terms of the kinetic model of matter and a simple demonstration using smoke particles suspended in air

internal energy as the sum of the random distribution of kinetic and potential energies associated with the molecules of a 

system

absolute zero (0 K) as the lowest limit for temperature; the temperature at which a substance has minimum internal energy

increase in the internal energy of a body as its temperature rises

changes in the internal energy of  substance during change of phase:constant temperature during change of phase

specific heat capacity of a substance  - see specification for equation

an electrical experiment to determin the specific heat capacit of a metal or a liquid

techniques and procedure used for an electrical method to determine the specific heat capacity of a metal block and a liquid

specific latent heat of fusion and specific latent heat of vaporisation: E=mL

an electrical experiment to determine the specific latent heat of fusion and vaporisation

techniques and procedures used for an electrical method to determine the specific latent heat of a solid and a liquid.

amount of substance in moles; Avogadro constant NA equals 6.02 × 1023 mol–1

model of kinetic theory of gases

pressure in terms of this model

the equation of state of an ideal gas pV = nRT, where n is the number of moles

techniques and procedures used to investigate PV = constant (Boyle’s law) and T/P = constant

an estimation of absolute zero using variation of gas temperature with pressure

use th equation pV = 1/3 Nmc 2

root mean square (r.m.s.) speed; mean square speed

the Boltzmann constant - see the specification for equation

internal energy of an ideal gas.

Circular motion

Learners should be able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge and understanding of:

the radian as a measure of angle

period and frequency of an object in circular motion

angular velocity - see specification for equation

a constant net force perpendicular to the velocity of an object causes it to travel in a circular path

constant speed in a circle - see specification for equation

centripetal acceleration see specification for equation

centripetal force - see specification for equation

techniques and procedures used to investigate circular motion using a whirling bung

Oscillations

Learners should be able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge and understanding of:

displacement, amplitude, period, frequency angular frequency and phase difference

angular frequency ~ - see specification for ueqation
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Capacitors
Learners should be able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge and understanding of:

capacitance; see specification for equation

charging and discharging of a capacitor or capacitor plates with reference to the flow of electrons

total capacitance of two or more capacitors in series;

total capacitance of two or more capacitors in parallel

analysis of circuits containing capacitors including resistors

techniques and procedures used to investigate capacitors in both series  and parallel combinations using ammeters and 

voltmeters.

p.d. – charge graph for a capacitor; energy stored is area under graph

energy stored by capacitor - see specification for equation

uses of capacitors as storage of energy

charging and discharging capacitor through a resistor

techniques and procedures to investigate the charge and the discharge of a capacitor using both meters and data-loggers

time constant of a capacitor–resistor circuit; see specification for equation

equations for capacitor–resistor circuits - see specification for equation

graphical methods and spreadsheet modelling for a discharging capacitor

exponential decay graph; constant-ratio property of such a graph.

Electric fields

Learners should be able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge and understanding of:
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electric fields are due to charges

modelling a uniformly charged sphere as a point charge at its centre

electric field lines to map electric fields

electric field strength - see specification for equation

Coulomb’s law - specification for equation

electric field strength - see specification for equation

similarities and differences between the gravitational field of a point mass and the electric field of a point charge

the concept of electric fields as being one of a number of forms of field giving rise to a force

uniform electric field strength  - see specification for equation

parallel plate capacitor; permittivity - see specification for equation

motion of charged particles in a uniform electric field

electric potential at a point as the work done in bringing unit charge from infinity to the point; electric potential is zero at 

infinity

electric potential at a distance r from point charge; changes in electric potential - see spec for equation

capacitance for an isolated sphere - see specification for equation

force–distance graph for a point or spherical charge; work done is area under graph

electric potential energy at a distance r from a point charge Q. - see specification for equation

Electromagnetism

Learners should be able to demonstrate and apply their knowledge and understanding of:

magnetic fields are due to moving charges or permanent magnets

magnetic field lines to map magnetic fields

magnetic field patterns for a long straight current carrying conductor, a flat coil and a long solenoid

Fleming’s left-hand rule

force on a current-carrying conductor - see specification for equation

techniques and procedures used to determine the uniform magnetic flux density between the poles of a magnet density 

between the poles of a magnet using a current-carrying wire and digital balance

magnetic flux density; the unit tesla.

force on a charged particle travelling at right angles to a uniform magnetic field - see spec for equation

 



charged particles moving in a uniform magnetic field; circular orbits of charged particles in a uniform magnetic field
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